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ABSTRACT

The paper forms the outline of lecture given at the IAEA Nuclear Power
Course, held at Argonne National Laboratory (111.), 28 September - 20
November 1981. The subject matter covers the role of the regulatory
body, the Atomic Energy Control Board of Canada, in the siting process.
The first part of the paper describes the Board's legal structure and
safety criteria, the second part describes the implementation of these
safety criteria related to the siting for a representative power station
and focussing on the. safety aspects of external hazards such as Tornadoes,
Earthquakes and Explosions.

RESUME

Cette conference a ete donnee au cours sur la puissance nucleaire de l'AIEA
a Argonne National Laboratory (111.) du 28 septembre au 20 novembre 1981.
L'article aborde le role de la Commission de controle de l'energie atomique
du Canada, en tant qu'organisme de reglementation, dar" le processus du
choix de 1'emplacement d'une centrale nucleaire. II decrit d'abord la
structure du processus juridique et les crit&res de surete, puis s'attache
a 1'implantation de ces crit&res de surete pour I1emplacement d'une centrale
nucleaire typique et insiste sur les dangers externes, comme les tremblements
de terre, les toraades et les explosions.



BACKGROUND

This paper forms the outline of a lecture given at the IAEA Nuclear
Power Course, held at the Argonne National Laboratory, 28 September
20 November 1981. This lecture was given in the closing days of an
eight-week course on the siting of nuclear power plants. Course
attendees were 30 in number from 15 countries. Background of the
participants ranged over a wide spectrum of science and engineering.



INTRODUCTION

A computer based literature search of the NTIS data base using the three
search words: nuclear, power, siting, will print out 117 references with
no fewer than 6 of these references having full-fledged bibliographies
on the question of siting of nuHear power stations. Siting involves
such diverse subjects as population density, ground collapse,
atmospheric dispersion, radioactive release, public acceptance,
environmental impact, hydrography, future expansion, thermal discharge,
aquatic biology, seismicity, containment design, and engineering safety
factors. The list of contents of your course on siting is a further
example of the wide spectrum of engineering <?rd scientific disciplines
that are involved. Further, your variety of occupations and university
degrees reflect the multi-disciplinary approach required in siting. All
these diverse disciplines work towards the common goal of safe nuclear
power. It is the role of the regulatory body to ensure that acceptable
safety is achieved and in so doing, it must define safety in terms of
quantifiable engineering and scientific criteria.

This lecture covers the role of the regulatory body in the siting
process. The regulatory body that will be described is the Atomic
Energy Control Board of Canada. The first part of the lecture describes
the Board's legal structure and safety criteria, the second part
describes the implementation of these safety criteria related to the
siting of a specific facility—the Darlington Nuclear Power Station on
the North shore of Lake Ontario.

PART I

LEGISLATION

a) The Act

The preamble to the act reads:
"Whereas it is essential in the national interest to make provision
for the control and supervision of the development, application and
use of atomic energy ".

Thus in 1946, the Parliament: of Canada, in recognition of the importance
of atomic energy, passed the Atomic Energy Control Act. The Act created
the Atomic Energy Control Board, ^nd provided it with the necessary
power for developing, controlling, supervising and licensing the
production, application and use of atomic energy. The control and
supervision was to be exercised by a five-member Board, one of whom
would be the President of the National Research Council, while the other'
four, including the President of the Board, would be appointed by the
Government.

Initially the Board was given the dual function of developing and
licensing the use and application of atomic energy. In 1954 the Act was
amended, transferring from the Board to others the responsibility for



research and the exploitation of atomic energy. The Act in its amended
form is given in Appendix A.

b) Regulations

The Act, in recognising the importance of atomic energy, provided for
the creation of a Board to control its application. However, it did not
specify the details of this control. These details were subsequently
developed by the Board and with the assent of the government were
promulgated as regulations, March 1960. Major revisions were carried
out in June 1974 with further minor amendments in January 1978 and May
1979. These regulations are shown in Appendix B.

There is nothing in these regulations specifically referring to the
siting of nuclear power plants, however the regulations stipulate that a
licence to operate be obtained from the Board, a prerequisite of which
is Board approval to construct or acquire the facility. The Regulations
prescribe the general requirements for applying for and obtaining a
licence, the records to be kept and the reporting of occurrences, and
stipulate the basic radiation exposure limits.

Although the present Regulations are silent on siting approvals, in
fact, a well-developed precedent for siting approval has evolved over
the years. A proposed amendment to the Regulations will put into law
this approach which is as follows:

(1) No person shall clear, prepare, or excavate land for the purpose of
constructing a nuclear facility other than a sub-critical nuclear
reactor or a particle accelerator which the Board has exempted in
writing unless the Board has previously approved in writing the
site on which it is proposed to construct the nuclear facility.

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to the carrying out of any activity
reasonably necessary to obtain the Board's approval of the site.

(3) Except for a sub-critical nuclear reactor or a particle accelerator
which the Board has exempted in writing, a person may not apply to
the Board for a licence to construct a nuclear facility unless the
Board has previously approved in writing the site on which it is
proposed to construct the nuclear facility.

(4) The Board may approve a site on which it is p'roposed to construct a
nuclear facility and in so doing may impose such terms and
conditions as it may deem necessary in the interests of health,
safety, or security.

(5) A person to whom an approval has been issued pursuant to
sub-section (4) shall, in carrying out any activity for which the
approval is required, comply with the terms and conditions imposed
by the Board in the approval.



THE LICENSING PROCESS

At present the regulations only call for two formal steps—the
construction approval and the operating licence. In practice, however,
the licensing process calls for a prior step of site acceptance and a
number of intermediate sub-steps. The approach developed by precedent
for site accsptance is as follows:

submission of a letter of intent,
public announcement by AECB
coordination meetings between AECB and appropriate federal and
provincial departments.
submission of site evaluation report
public meeting or public hearing by provincial or federal
governmental agencies
AECB staff review and recommendation to Board. (The AECB limits its
consideration at this stage to the question of whether a plant of
the general design proposed could be built and operated at the
particular site to meet established AECB requirements.
Socio-economic impacts are not examined.)
Board determination
public issuance of Site Acceptance.

In addition to the above AECB procedural requirements to obtain a site
acceptance, most provinces have a requirement for public hearings of
major projects under their environmental legislation. The AECB has
supported and participates in such hearings. This is consistent with a
long-standing AECB policy to require licensees to adhere to provincial
laws of general application. It also fits with the policy to require
applicants for site acceptance to make their intentions public and to
hold a public meeting in the vicinity of the proposed site.

To complete the licensing process the licensee must obtain a
construction approval and an operating licence. In practice, the
licensee will overlap the work required to obtain a construction licence
with that of site acceptance, since it is a basic requirement at the
site acceptance stage of the licensing process that the proposed
facility and the site be compatible and meet the safety requirements of
the AECB.

The primary documentation required is a Site Evaluation Report providing
a summary description of the proposed station and information on land
use, present and predicted population, principal sources and movement of
water, water usage, meteorological conditions, seismology and local
geology. The AECB itself is primarily concerned with the
inter-relationship of the site and the plant, leaving evaluation of
environmental impact to the relevant federal and provincial
environmental agencies. The AECB is not directly involved in the site
selection process and only judges a particular site to be either
acceptable or unacceptable. During this phase, the applicant is
required to announce publicly his intentions to construct the facility
and to hold public information meetings at which the public can express
its views and question applicant officials.



LICENSING CRITERIA

The major l.azard associated with the operation of a nuclear power
station is the buildup of radioactive fission products produced and
contained in the fuel pencils. Although small quantities of these
fission products may escape through pin-hole sized defects in the fuel
cladding into the reactor coolant, experience has shown that subsequent

leakage from the coolant system and release from containment via the
ventilation system or sump system can be controlled to such an extent
that the levels of radiation and radioisotopes in the environment
outside the exclusion area of the nuclear power station are virtually
indistinguishable from naturally occurring background radioactivity.
(For all power reactors licensed to date, the exclusion zone extends
from the reactor core to a radius of 914 metres (3000 feet), with the
exception of navigable waters. There must be no permanent habitation
within the exclusion zone.) Should a failure occur in systems or
components such that the integrity of the fuel is endangered, then
special safety systems come into action to ensure that the chance of a
major release of radioactive fission products is negligibly small.
Thus, the safety criteria and principles developed in Canada are
directed first towards minimizing the chance of mechanical failure of
the fuel and second towards preventing or reducing to an acceptably low
level the escape of fission products from the station should fuel
failure occur.

It is clear from this short discussion that the design of the plant
and the siting of the plant are interrelated: radioactive emissions and
their consequences are a function of design and siting. The licensing
criteria recognise this and provide for exclusion boundaries and
engineered safety systems which together must function to limit
radiation doses.

a) Public Exposure During Normal Operation

The statutory dose limits specified in Schedule II of the Atomic Energy
Control Regulations apply to the total radiation dose to individual
members of the public from all sources, excluding natural background and
exposure resulting from diagnostic or therapeutic treatment. Limits are
specified for the relevant human organs and tissues for both
occupational exposure (received by atomic radiation workers) and for
exposure of individual members of the public. These limits are
specified for annual and quarterly periods, for occupational exposure,
and for annual exposure of members of the public. The limits for
individual members of the public are one-tenth of the limits for atomic
radiation workers. The dose limits have to be converted to discharge
limits at source for control purposes. These latter limits are called
derived emission limits (DEL). Thus, the basic requirement that the
individual dose limits not be exceeded is achieved by application of the
derived emission limits. The DEL for release into the environment is
defined as the annual input of radioactivity of specified composition
which will result in a committed dose equal to the statutory dose limit.
However, recogniziny further that doses should be kept "as low as
reasonably achievable" (i.e. the optimization of protection), design and



operational targets are established. In other words, since there is a
small risk of harm even below the dose limits, nuclear facilities should
be designed and subsequently operated in such a way as to minimize
exposure of workers, and the public. In Canada, experience has shown
that nuclear power stations can be designed and operated in such a way
as to limit the release of radionuclides to ]% or less of the emission
limits derived from the statutory dose limits.

b) Reference Dose Limits for Accident Conditions

Two sets of reference dose limits for accident conditions have been set
for members of the public (see Table 1). The first set has the same
magnitudes as the statutory dose limits and applies to all serious
process system failures. (A serious process sytem failure is one which
in the absence of special safety system action could lead to fuel
failure and a release of radioactivity to the environment.) The second
set applies to all serious process system failures and the coincident
unavailability of a required special safety system and requires that the
predicted dose to any individual shall not exceed (a) 25 rem, whole
body, (b) 250 rem, thyroid, and in addition, the total population dose
should not exceed 10 man-rem.

c) Engineered Safety Requirements

In addition to setting dose limits, that is performance limits, the
Board specifies certain requirements which directly influence the
construction and operation of the nuclear power plant: these
requirements directly influence the engineering of the plant but are
stated in such a way as to allow the designer flexibility in providing
the required infrastructure.

The AECB safety criteria, in common with approaches to reactor safety
throughout the world, are based upon the concept of defence-in-depth.
The application of the defence-in-depth approach is based first on
minimization of the probability of human and equipment failures and
secondly on the provision of highly reliable protection systems just in
case these failures occur anyway.

In Canada, a nuclear power plant is considered to consist of two types
of systems:

Process Systems - these are the systems and equipment required for the
normal functioning of a nuclear power plant as a power producer and
include such systems as the heat transport systems, the
turbine-generator and main power output systems, the reactor and plant
control systems, the refuelling and spent fuel transfer systems, and so
on. Were it not for the radiation and fission products produced in the
reactor, they would be the only systems necessary 1n a nuclear power
plant.

Special Safety Systems - These systems are designed to cope with
postulated failures in the process systems and also failure in the
process systems combined with unavailability of any one of the special
safety systems. Included in this division are the shutdown systems



which shut down the neutron chain reaction, reducing reactor power to
decay heat levels, the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) which cools
the reactor fuel following a pipe break in the reactor coolant system,
and the containment system which prevents or limits the escape to
atmosphere of any radioactive material present in the escaping coolant.

The basic requirements are then that the nuclear power plant is
constructed with highly reliable process systems which are backed up by
independent special safety systems which will act to limit the
consequences of serious failures involving radioactivity. (Table 2
summarizes the Canadian safety criteria).



PART II

EXTREME EXTERNAL EVENTS

Part I of this lecture discussed the broad aspects of regulatory control
over nuclear power stations. These controls strive to influence the
siting and consequent construction and operation in such a way that the
facility does not impose a significant danger to the surrounding
community. The controls require certain engineered barriers to stand
between serious process system failures and the outside world. By and
large these process system failures have been assumed to be caused by
internal mechanisms such as spontaneous internal rupture or erratic
control. We can group these failures into a class and call them extreme
internal events. As a complement to these we can have extreme external
events which without appropriate engineered barriers may also initiate
serious process failures. It is a function of the siting process to
identify these external hazards, determine their severity, and m l e on
the applicability of engineered barriers. Clearly, any plant that is
sited on unstable ground, or on an active earthquake fault can be ruled
out on the grounds that an engineered defence cannot with certainty be
provided. However, most other external influences can be quantified and
appropriate protection can be built into the plant.

In your course you have had presentations on specific external hazards
such as volcanoes, earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, flooding,,
explosions, vapour clouds, and aircraft impact. The lecturers explained
to you the basic physics behind these phenomena and the resulting loads
they superimpose on the nuclear power plant structures and equipment.
Undoubtedly, these external events can also cause havoc within the
surrounding community, but it would be tragic indeed if earthquakes,
which historically in Canada,have only caused material damage, could
trigger a nuclear accident. Regulatory effort is therefore directed
towards ensuring the use of loading conditions severe enough to reduce
the probabilities of an external event caused nuclear m-ishap to
acceptably low values. To demonstrate the regulatory involvement I will
use the Darlington site as an example.

Figure 1 shows the preliminary site approval issued to the licensee by
the AECB. In this approval the Board saw no significant obstacle to
eventual approval of the Darlington site for a nuclear power station of
the type proposed. The approval letter is short and to the point. A
favourable statement could be made at this point of the licensing
process because the site, in terms of geology and seismicity, is similar
and physically close to the existing Pickering site and the station to
be built is essentially similar to two other stations, Bruce A and B
that are already more deeply into the licensing process. The
preliminary approval triggered the actions as discussed in Part I. In
particular, detailed investigation to define the loads caused by
earthquake, tornado, and explosion on a rail line were undertaken. Two
years later, the AECB gave final site approval in the form of a latter
shown in Figure 2 (a) with the attachment shown in Figure 2 (b). This
approval confirmed that the Board saw no insurmountable engineering



difficulties but requested additional information, in particular, that
information dealing with extreme loads.

Seismic Design: The seismic design levels that evolved through
investigations and were accepted by the AECB are shown in the Darlington
Safety Report. Figure 3 shows the Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) ground
response spectra. You will note that this corresponds to a maximum
ground acceleration of 0.08 g. Relative to many earthquake requirements
around the world, this is a low value and reflects the low seismicity of
the area. It could a1so reflect a certain amount of ignorance of what
the future may bring, but we believe,based on a critical examination of
historic Canadian earthquakes and the damage that they have caused, that
the design provisions for seismic loads area adequate (Ref. 1).

Tornado: Darlington will be the first Canadian station to be
specifically designed to resist the effect of tornadoes. Tornado
resistance will be built into the plant by providing missile shields for
critical components and designing such structures as control rooms to
resist wind velocities up to 418 km/hr. The future turbine hall
cladding is designed to give way under these loads to protect the
structural frame.

Explosion: The station is designed to carry out its safety functions
against an explosion on the rail line. Darlington is the only Canadian
site that has a main-line railway running within a few hundred metres of
the station (see Figure 4). The design basis blast is one carload of
TNT or about 60 tonnes. As the result of the blast is pressure on
structures and buildings, the tornado and explosion requirement are
closely related. In the case of explosion, not all structures and
equipment will be designed to specifically resist the effects. In
Canada, the "two group" approach has evolved to cater for such extreme
single events as explosion, aircraft crash, fire, turbine
disintegration, which could lead to concentrated damage in a restricted
area. The grouping of safety systems is discussed in Ref. 2, but
briefly, the general philosophy is that the capability to shut down the
reactor, removal of decay heat and capability to monitor the nuclear
steam supply system must be maintained. Each of the two groups can
satisfy that requirement i id are physically separated and if need be,
hardened so that a common cause failure is unMkely.

CLOSURE

Siting involves a wide spectrum of engineering and scientif ic
disciplines, all working towards the common goal of safe nuclear power.
I t is the role of the regulatory body to ensure that acceptable safety
is achieved by defining quantifiable engineering and scientif ic criteria
and, in addition, imposing a licensing system on any future nuclear
power plant which recognizes three major review phases--the f i r s t of
which is the Site Approval. This paper has described, f i r s t , the
general legal and regulatory principles of the Atomic Energy Control
Board, and second, the applications of these general principles to the
specific task of providing site approval for a representative nuclear
power station.
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OPERATING DOSE LIMITS AND REFERENCE DOSE LIMITS

Situation

Normal
Operation

Serious
Process
Equipment
Failure

Process
Equipment
Failure Plus
Failure of
any Safety
Sys tern

Assumed
Maximum
Frequency

1 per 3
years

1 per 3 x 10'
years

FOR ACCIDENT COSDT77OSS

Meteorology
To be Used in
Calculation

Weighted according
to effect, i.e.
frequency times
dose for unit
release

Either worst weather
existing at most 10*
of time or Pasquill F
condition if local
data Incomplete

Either worst weather
existing at most 10Z
of time or_ PaBqulll F
condition if local
data incomplete

Maximum
Individual~
Dose Limits

0.5 ren/yr
whole body
3 rem/yr to
thyroid (a)

Maximum
Total

Population
Dose Limits

10 iran-rem/yr

• 4

10 thyroid
rem/yr.

Same as annual doses for
normal operation.

25 rem whole
body
250 rem
thyroid (b)

10 man-rem

10 thyroid-Ten

(a) For other organs use 1/10 ICRP occupational values

(b) For other organs use 5 times ICRP annual occupational dose

TABLE I



Table 2

Summary of Canadian 5afetv Cr i te r ia

1 . Design and construction of components, systems and structures

essential to or associated with the reactor shall follow the best

applicable code, standard or practice.

Z. The design, qual i ty and operation of a l l process systems essential

to the reactor shall be such that the total of a l l serious failures

does not exceed 1 per 3 years. A serious process fai lure ts one

that 1n the absence of special safety system action could result in

a release of radioact iv i ty 1n excess of acceptable values.

3. Special safety systems shall be physically and functionally

separate from the process systems and from each other to the

maximum extent practicable.

4. Each special safety system shall be readily testable, as a system,

and shall be tested at a frequency to demonstrate that i ts

unavailabil i ty is less than 10*3 .

5. Radioactive eff luents due to normal operation shall be such that

the dose to any individual member of the public affected by the

eff luents, from a l l sources, shall not exceed 0.5 rem per year

whole body, or 3 rem per year thyroid, and the total dose to the

population around the reactor site shall not exceed 10 man-rem per

year.

6. The effectiveness of the special safety systems shall be such that

for any serious process fai lure the exposure of any individual of

the population shall not exceed 0.5 rem whole body and of the

population at r i s k , 10 man-rem.

7. For any posultated system (known as a "duel" fa i lure) the predicted

dose to any Individual shall not exceed (1) ZS rem, whole body,

(11} 250 rem, thyroid, and to the population, 106 man-rem.



A n n e Energy Camsaon d» conWIe
Control Board oargnetgaatanque

Bureau du

a,. » « ~ » 26-1-13-1-2

June 9, 1975

Mr. H. E. Riuy,
Secretary & General Counsel,
Ontario Hydro,
620 University AVUIM,
Toronto, Ontario.

HSG 1X6

Darlington Generating Station "A"

Dur Mr. Raney:

I-i a latter dated U/2/7* He. W.C. Horlson lnfonwd the Board
of Ontario Hydro's Intent to proceed with detailed studios and design
of a four-reactor nuclear power station on a site near Bovmanvllle In
the Regional Municipality of Durban, Ontario. Subsequently, a Site
Evaluation Report for the proposed station vas forwarded for review
by the Board and Its advisors. The Report waa discussed with Ontario
Hydro representatives at a meeting of the Reactor Safety Advisory
Comalttee (Ontario) on 11 March, 197S.

Taking into account advice froa the Cosnlttee and from Board
staff, the Board has authorized me to state that it sees no significant
obstacle to eventual approval of the Darlington 5 ,e for a nuclear
powar station of the type proposed.

Aa a prerequisite to final site approval, the V erd will require
documented evidence that the use of land within the 3000 ft. exclusion
radius not owned by Ontario Hydro, a.g. the CDS right-of-way, can be
controlled by Ontario Hydro should the need arise after the station
goes into operation.

Approval of the site will also be based on subalsslon of further
inforaation requested of Mr. Horlson in a latter dated 2 May, on thr,
progress of an environmental assessment, and on Che implementation of
a program of public information concerning the proposed station.

ATOMIC ENEBGY CONTROL BOARD

A. T. Prince
President

P.O. Box 1046 OP. 1046
Onavw. Canada Onam, Canada
K1PSS9 K1P5S9

FIGURE 1 - PRELIMINARY S ITE APPROVAL - DARLINGTON



Mitten to be teaolvod before Isaua of Oo otton lie

Am 29, 1977

nr. H. B. r
Saamtary and Otnoral Ountal
<k*ario lftdm
700 Uilvonlty Avows
iHnAOi Ontario

I6G 1X6

Darlington os«ratlng Station *A*

Boar Mr. •anayi
In ay tetter to you of Ana 9, 137$ I inton-c-i you that

tin Coani saw IB alcyilfloant obtnnla to tin usa o* tia Darlington
alto tor a tour-unit nuclaar paatr station of th» iypo pmpoooa.
Uim that Una tin Ooanl hat noitved Arthur advlcn on ftta
suitability of th» •!•> b o j aUff ma tha ISAC. I baw boon
• t o o to Infem « M that, la tU» qdnlon of tin Boazd, Us
DuUnglan alts U ndtaUU 0»r tin tyvn pcnpxud.

I wish to «nph«nl«a that On Boanl tooognian tl* involve-
•ant of tin Ontulo HtnlaUy of tin Bivlxannuit In the tltiirj
ptDcaaa. Itm Boart will la aoraultlng «dth that Mnlatife prior
to looutny a aamtiuotion Uaanaa Dor a nuclear poor otatlon to
•nsura Kiat mlovant pcovincdol isjuircowita lisw boan and will
be Ltit.

During tl» ravlaw of tla lntomatlcn ai&nlttad on thei
altu a l u b a of ffattata want l&otlfloU wlildi nocd to ta Doa
batom tl« aoAcd laajoo a oonatzuctlai lioonoa. Tdesa «m
In tto attadennt to thla latter.

Att.

C O . Hr. .11. Siorpcj

Your* sincerely.

ORIGINAL SlOHID

A. T. Prliiui.

1. RawUs of imRMUqatlons of sita spadOo gjologlcBl and
•elamloglcal oonditlaia Ctafiuoixa: J. M. Baan to M. C.
Hoxlacn, 13 Cwnalbac. 1976) ;

2. St±mUaion of a •dbstantlal anant of intonation on daalpi
and safbty anolyaaa (Defluanoa: A. T. Vdnat to H. G.
ttudaon, 27 Gaptaitor, 1S76);

] . Gxtumal Han-Kocb Actlvitloa (ItefbicnaB: H. C. HirUon to
J. W. Oaan, 4 Ibluuary, 1977) i

- darlvatloi of dul^i boaaa tor acdiknta Involving
toxic ohnnloaU and w — ~ M - oarrniHH— neb that
ttaaa facuns on bo takan Into account in ths 4BML?X
of tha fKlllty. "Be pcaaonoo of tium tintdaalm or
oonmditiaa nay mault torn a rail, inl? or atoragB
balUty wnlibnt.

. ibslgn of tha facility to safely vlthttand tha peak
pxttsauna and offsets of mv plssllas waulUng

- fan an oxploslon ojulwlcnt to V» ajplosian of
115 tons of lire on tho CN rail Una.

- •otimato of tro probability of a train aodcbnt
with on tmploolcn mar tin situ.

- zo-ovaluatlcn of tlw risk ban aircraft strlkoo.

FIGURE 2 - FINAL SITE APPROVAL - DARLINGTON
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